
Certificate Attestation in Qatar service

Have you been offered a job in Qatar? If so, your educational certificate needs attestation and your prospective 
employer has to process your employment visa in Qatar. It's usually a good idea to get the bachelor's certificate 
certified, even if you have a Master's or a Ph.D. certificate and would want those to be attested instead.

The process of attesting a document to the necessary level of authenticity allows another country or entity to accept it 
as genuine. An individual may easily attest their certifications with Helpline Group, and they can do it quickly and 
without any hassle.

Helpline Group provides attestation services in Qatar and the rest of the world. Whatever the attestation, apostille, 
or authentication procedure, New India is your ideal choice. This includes attestation services in the Helpline Group.
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Why would you need Attestation services in Qatar?

The requirement for certificate attestation arises for the following reasons because the attestation/legalization procedure 
deals with authentication:

● to get a work visa or a residence visa
● getting a family visa
● to switch sponsors
● to switch careers
● the Labor Department's Employment Contract attesting
● For a Labor Card, please
● Visa Designation Change
● for medical reasons



Procedure of Australia Certificate Attestation

If you are an expatriate having certificates or documents of Australian origin and would like to move to the territory 
of Qatar for any long-term residence it is mandatory that you legalize your Australian certificates according to the 
policies and guidelines of the government of Qatar. Australia Certificate Attestation in Qatar is a common 
procedure done by all expatriates who move into the territory for the purpose of trade, education, employment or 
permanent residence. If you are confused on hearing the legal processes involved in the Australia Certificate 
Attestation in Qatar, our expert professionals are here to make it comprehensible for you without any confusion. 

Since the issuing authority of your certificate is the government of Australia or any institution or organization coming 
under the same, your certificates are not valid and acceptable in the territory of Qatar. Qatar and other GCC countries 
won’t accept certificates from the countries belonging to the Hague convention without the process of legalization. 
Hence notary attestation in Qatar is mandatory to make your certificates valued in the territory. The apostille stamp 
will be placed on the originals of your certificates in the process. The apostille stamp issuing is carried out by the 
governmental authority in Qatar known as the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
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How to Attest UK Degree in Qatar
When you have a UK Degree certificate and are now planning to shift to the territory of Qatar, UK certificate 
attestation in Qatar  becomes that one thing that you can’t go without. The UK certificate attestation in Qatar is a 
time-consuming process since you need to carry your certificates from officials to officials to complete the whole 
process of legalization. Meanwhile, it is not possible to leave your certificates without attestation. Especially if you 
are moving to nations that are not in Hague Convention, like UAE, Qatar, Bahrain, Kuwait and so on, apostolic and 
embassy attestation becomes mandatory. No matter if you are currently residing in the UK territory or anywhere else 
in the world, Helpline Group will help you successfully carry out the Notary Attestation in Qatar, Commonwealth 
Office Attestation, Embassy and Consulate Attestation in a timely manner.  
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The Purpose of Degree Certificate Attestation 

It is quite common that you might get doubts regarding the purpose of attesting your Degree or any other 
educational certificate especially if your educational degree is from an internationally reputed organization in the 
UK. Well, the countries outside the Hague Convention demand attestation to prove the authenticity and validity of 
the certificates following the prescribed guidelines. When you are graduated from an institution outside the 
territory of Qatar, the authorities of the country cannot be assured of its authenticity. Hence they have prescribed a 
set of procedures to be carried out to prove its originality. By carrying out the instructed procedures the officials of 
Qatar as well as the organizations or the higher educational institutions of Qatar can verify your educational 
qualification using the approval from their national authorities.
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